FDA/USDA Compliant Bearings, Shafting and Slides

**SLM**

**From LM76**

**Stainless Linear Motion**

"The Stainless Standard"

Designers and manufacturers of all stainless linear bearings, shafting and slides for the food process, package machinery, medical/pharmaceutical and scientific industries.

1-800-513-3163
The Stainless Standard

Off-the Shelf FDA/USDA Compliant sleeve-type, self lubricating linear bearings feature a 304 stainless steel shell and self lubricating PTFE liner. Available in inch and metric open and closed configurations. Special designs a specialty.

440C Stainless Linear Ball Bearings for applications where very low friction is paramount. Ideal for applications where non-magnetic components are required. NOT WASHDOWN RATED

DEFENDER LINEAR RAIL® offers a rail and carriage block manufactured from 300 series stainless steel. Rollers are sealed, lubricated with mineral oil and manufactured from 440C stainless. The center roller is an eccentric allowing for preload adjustment.

Single and multiple axis linear motion systems. No system too small or too large. These systems are washdown rated and FDA/USDA Compliant. SLM linear slides are offered in both all stainless as well as stainless steel/nickel plated aluminum constructions.

Seal Slides are the latest in pass-through protection. These slides feature all stainless construction and due to our Patent Pending PTFE Seal Design, these slides offer the lowest inclusion profile of all our designs.

SLM Stainless Linear Motion

LM-Tarbell
140 Industrial Drive
E. Longmeadow, Massachusetts 01028
1-800-513-3163
International: 413-525-4166 FAX: 413-525-3735
www.stainlesslinearbearings.com